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Hip Hop Turns 50: The End of a Criminal Cartel

J. Christopher Hamilton1*

Most people are familiar with superstar rappers like Kanye West, Nicki Minaj, and Drake, who continue to anchor hip-hop in a competitive culture of braggadocio, high fashion, and lethal lyrics. Many are also familiar with the recent deaths of rising stars like King Von, Pop Smoke, PnB Rock, and Takeoff due to gun violence. However, beyond the megastars, melodic music, and the high-profile murders, hip-hop represents a global marketplace valued at over $15 billion, which is shocking considering the poverty surrounding its birth. On the eve of its 50th anniversary in 2023, hip-hop’s position as the dominant form of contemporary music remains unassailable.2

However, hip-hop as a business sector has also been known for shady business tactics, thuggery, unsavory individuals, and a longstanding history of using organized crime and violence to resolve conflict. Issues like these merit real examination from a new perspective such as: “what’s the accountability within the music industry and law enforcement community for these events” and “what responsibilities do the media companies funding rap music have when they employ rogue artists engaged in criminality.” Simply put, if hip-hop artists are engaged in criminal activity sanctioned and funded indirectly by their music labels, then those companies should also be held criminally

1 * The author gives special thanks to Zebedayo Masongo, Robert J. Chappell, Jr., Rume Diamreyan, Mattea Vecera and Mahogani Counts for their research support.

responsible for the resulting harm. For that reason, this paper sets forth the legal framework to establish criminal culpability on behalf of the financiers that have been inadvertently or intentionally funding these criminal enterprises in hip-hop over the last 50 years.

I. INTRODUCTION

Most people are familiar with superstar rappers like Kanye West, Nicki Minaj, and Drake, who continue to anchor hip-hop in a competitive culture of braggadocio, high fashion, and lethal lyrics. Aficionados of the craft know all about the watershed years and major eras like the Golden
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Age of hip-hop (‘95-97), the Shiny Suit/Bling Era (‘96-‘01), the Crunk/Snap era (‘02-‘09), the Blog Era (‘08-‘14), and today’s era of Drill music, which started around 2012. However, beyond the megastars and melodic music, 50 years since its inception, hip-hop continues to be a dominating cultural force, valued at over 15 billion in the global marketplace. This new form of music and its billion-plus market value seems forged from thin air, which is shocking considering the poverty surrounding its birth.

The originators of the sound and subculture (MCs and DJs like Kool Herc, Grandmaster Flash, and Afrika Bambaataa) were not aiming to get rich but rather create fun music that could also serve as an outlet for their societal frustrations. Although Kool Herc’s 1973 “boogie down” in the Bronx began the supplantation of pop culture with hip-hop, his revolutionary contributions to the art form did not amount to any riches. That is because the benefits derived from obscure innovators like Kool Herc often skip the first generation to land on the second. Without mature

---
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markets and consumer awareness, groundbreaking ideas tend to fail. The ‘80’s and ‘90’s musicians that inherited hip-hop were bequeathed a goldmine. Unlike their predecessors, they instinctively understood the need to bankroll the art form to benefit from its “bottom line.” Industry icons catapulted hip-hop from the fringes of the music industry to the main stage. Their music franchises span the four distinct markets and subgenres of this sound in the United States. In New York City, Russell Simmons and Sean “P Diddy” Combs became titans within the industry, creating record labels that forever changed the art form. In New Orleans, Bryan “Birdman” Williams and Percy “Master P.” Miller made similar strides with Cash Money Records and No Limit Records. In Houston, J. Prince, the founder of Rap-A-Lot Records, helped elevate southern hip-hop to a much larger audience and acted as the blueprint for music executives for years to come. Finally, in Los Angeles, Suge Knight’s work within the industry, and creation of Death Row Records, changed the course of music history forever. These six industry icons ushered in the commercial success of hip-hop and then bled it for billions.13

Today, hip-hop’s position as the dominant form in contemporary music is unassailable.14 It has transformed the musical foundation of every other genre.15 From country music to rock & roll, hip-hop has made its way into all corners of this industry.16 The stylized rhythm of the genre has become increasingly mainstream; however, its roots contain much deeper meanings. For hip-hop purists, the musical content also reflects the socio-political struggles of traditionally marginalized black and brown communities.17 Popular lyrics critical of our great nation have served, at times, as a virtual “call to arms” for disenfranchised communities.18 Thus, also making the music a vehicle for social commentary and progressive politics.19 These messages not only impacted the people growing up within these communities, but also their reach spanned the country. However, not

15 Id.
18 Id.
19 Id.
everyone supported this growing cultural movement. The older
generation, at the time of its ascendance, resisted it. Nevertheless, even
if suburban Baby Boomers thought that hip-hop artists were weird, their
children recognized their cultural power. To them, the music was the
ultimate quotient for measuring what is “cool,” and “coolness” remains
sacrosanct in childhood.

Despite the socio-political hurdles, many hip-hop oligarchs continue
to achieve commercial and economic success in addition to their social
prowess. These men started out as underground artists and regional
influencers of the sound during the early '90s and later became oligarch-
entrepreneurs. Innovators like No Limit’s “Master P,” Cash Money’s “Lil
Wayne,” Bad Boy’s “Sean ‘Diddy’ Combs” (formerly known as “Puff
Daddy”) and Death Row’s “Suge Knight,” were reborn as household
names through hip-hop culture. Their multi-platinum statuses twenty years
later would make them multi-millionaires (in Diddy’s case, a
billionaire).
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20 Charisse Jones, Critics fear hip-hop is eroding kids’ morals and touching off
violent episodes like the recent rampage at Magic Mountain. Are these
entertainers truly poisoning young fans’ minds? Or is that just a bum rap?: Rap’s

21 Blanchard, supra note 17.

22 Laura Blumenfeld, Black Like Who? Why White Teens Find Hip-Hop Cool.,
WASHINGTON POST (July 20, 1992), https://www.washingtonpost.com/archive/
b6-07db-475e-b266-002f5443f95b/.

23 Through our modern understanding, an oligarch is a businessman who
“controls sufficient resources to influence national politics.” However, in the
music industry context, hip-hop oligarchs are artists turned moguls whose artistic
and entrepreneurial contributions have created a multi-billion-dollar business,
shaping society, culture and politics.

Guriev, Sergei, & Andrei Rachinsky, The Role of Oligarchs in Russian
Capitalism, 19 J. Econ. Perspectives 131 (2005).

24 Stacey Leasca, What is P. Diddy’s Net Worth? Here’s What We Know About
Sena Combs’ Massive Earnings, MENS HEALTH (Feb. 12, 2019), https://

25 Tatyana Jenene, Master P Talks Starting No Limit Records With $10,000,
p-no-limit-records-investment-1234640860/; Bernadette Giacomazzo, Exactly
How Much Is Rap Mogul Master P Worth Today? AFROTECH (July, 9, 2021),
billion.\textsuperscript{26} Diddy founded Bad Boy Records in 1991 and sold over 12 million albums in three years, including five platinum and ten gold albums.\textsuperscript{27} As of 2007, Diddy’s liquor partnership with Diageo’s Cîroc is estimated to be worth $100 million, while his majority ownership stake in Revolt TV (a cable network launched in 2013 distributed to 55 million homes) is estimated to be valued at $200 million.\textsuperscript{28}

These men and others like “Jay-Z,” “Snoop Dogg,” and “Dr. Dre” have become household names. Dr. Dre earned an estimated $500 million in 2014 when he sold his company “Beats By Dre” to Apple for $3 billion.\textsuperscript{29} As of 2022, Snoop, Dre’s former protege, has amassed a net worth of $150 million.\textsuperscript{30} The Dog Pound crooner has had a cooking show with Martha Stewart, a cannabis business, and a liquor brand.\textsuperscript{31} He also owns a gaming league, mobile application, and recently acquired his former label, Death Row Records.\textsuperscript{32} In 2020, Snoop inked a deal to


\textsuperscript{30} Jamie Lynn Ryan, \textit{How Rich is Snoop Dogg?}, YAHOO (Feb. 14, 2022), https://www.yahoo.com/nth-rich-snoop-dogg-195550142.html?guccounter=1&guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuZ29vZ2xvLmNvbS8&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAAAE-RSh19EQVyU6brtGkbac5f36c26dDbxMdL4UKFe1jJu7-rFwrWkOph5cDyAn9iYsJrr081iTBSKAZAuwW1tY-lxwSPZqtzU3yYdHp8Gewgb1oJmBKFZ5y6U1Mv0YRMc8cW_SL76A7OHbGqEkeiXaKfP5G-BH33Lt0ocuUfeA.

\textsuperscript{31} \textit{Id.}

announce for and create his own boxing league with Triller. Moreover, Jay-Z, hip-hop’s first billionaire, is estimated to control $1.4 billion in assets with his wife, Beyoncé. Jay-Z is also a part owner of D’Ussé cognac and partnered with the NFL. His investment with D’Ussé is reportedly worth at least $100 million. Understanding the accumulation of wealth, power, and global influence among the hip-hop oligarchs reflects a new cohort of black bourgeoisie ascendance in today’s marketplace.

II. WEALTH & POWER: MADE IN AMERICA

So, how did talented, aspirational, and innovative pioneers from urban ghettos become heir apparent to the kind of wealth, power, and prestige that would rival the robber barons of the 19th century? Most want to believe it was through the conduits of a free-market economy or a byproduct of American exceptionalism. Unfortunately, that is not the case. Wealth and power at that level are barely accessible for “legacies” entering the Ivy League or bootstrappers who earn a seat in the boardroom of a blue-chip company. Jay-Z and his peers are today’s Rothschilds, Morgans, Vanderbilts, and Rockefellers – and the real-life parallels of the literary portrayals within the Great Gatsby. They are viewed as gods
amongst men shaping modern society. However, instead of using the steel, banking, or oil industries to transform the world as their forebears once did, these oligarchs used hip-hop to transform culture. However, operating on that level of power in any marketplace requires a willingness to get one’s hands dirty and at least one of two tools: an abundance of wealth or lots of goons with guns.

For instance, before his ascendance as the “father” of modern finance, J. P. Morgan made business transactions that would be criminal by today’s standards. Take for instance when he bought five thousand defective rifles for $3.50 each and sold them to the army for $22.00 apiece during the Civil War. It wasn’t the steep markup that was criminal but the fact that defective rifles resulted in shooting off the thumbs of the soldiers using them. But a federal judge validated the transaction, which was likely the result of his father’s power and influence in the banking industry. The Morgan family would eventually gain control of the US gold supply through its syndicate of bankers based on deep pockets and monopolistic business practices. On the surface, these tactics may seem unsavory but not enough to pose any danger to the opposition’s life or liberty. However, during this time, strikes, boycotts, and labor unions were not protected by law as they are today, and when the government intervened, it was usually on the side of the employer.

“Strikes were deemed unlawful conspiracies, or anti-competitive cartel action [and on behalf of the employers were] subject to massive legal repression by state police, federal military power, and federal courts.” Therefore, protesting labor

---

43 Id.
44 Id.
47 Id.
abuses by management under these circumstances often resulted in management sending “goons with guns” to stifle the opposition as in the Pullman Strike of 1984. Such abusive tactics in response to labor disruptions eventually led to the passing of the Clayton Antitrust Act of 1914.

The Rockefeller family founded Standard Oil in 1870 and controlled 90% of American oil pipelines and refineries through a system of shell railroad companies, which drove competing railroad companies out of business and their employees out of work. The Rothschild family helped finance the war effort against Napoleon and withheld news of Napoleon’s defeat at Waterloo to buy undervalued assets in the stock market, thereby capitalizing off the carnage. In 1877, poor working conditions and wage cuts led to a series of strikes by railroad workers in dozens of cities that left hundreds dead and a thousand in jail – all at the hands of the “Coal and Iron Police” of the railroad companies. These companies built National Guard armories, which were essentially private armies legally armed with guns. The robber barons of yesterday were not concerned about exploiting people or using abusive tactics to build their empires, just the result. Their fortunes, families, and fatalistic impact continue to shape our world today.

Hip-hop oligarchs use similar methodologies to build their empires — continuing the practices of capitalism, which often leads to the exploitation and commodification of modern-day society. However, unlike the tycoons of the industrial revolution, the ‘90’s artists’ use of
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49 Zinn, supra note 42, at 281
51 Id.
52 Id.
53 Nathan Mayer Rothschild and ‘Waterloo,’ THE ROTHSCHILD ARCHIVE, https://www.rothschildarchive.org/business/n_m_rothschild_and_sons_london/nathan_mayer_rothschild_and_waterloo (“Nathan himself is said to have described it as ‘The best business I ever did’ and The Times, in December 1823 reported that ‘Mr Rothschild played so important a part in the history of the present generation that it is most probable that his proceedings will never be forgotten’.”).
54 Zinn, supra note 42, at 251.
55 Id.
disagreeable methods in wealth-building was often necessary survival
tactics to escape impoverished communities designed for their destruction
(i.e., death, imprisonment, or eternal poverty).  

III. MUSIC. MONEY. THE MOB.

The unsavory, abusive, and exploitative tactics that occurred during
the industrialization of our nation are paralleled within the music industry.
That is because the music industry and its luminaries have been bedfellows
with organized crime syndicates for decades. This is evidenced by the
thuggery, money laundering, and extortion often used during rudimentary
business transactions.

In the 1980s, Sal Pisello (fondly known as “Sal the Swindler”), a
Gambino crime family racketeer, ran an illegal cutout business through
MCA Records. “Cutouts” are the record industry’s remainders and
overstock; deleted from a label’s catalog, they are sold to dealers for
anywhere from ten cents to a dollar. At the time, MCA was one of the
six companies that controlled ninety percent of the music industry in the
U.S., and Sal, who had no title or salary at the company, was secretly
netting “three to five cent per album” through off-the-books cash
payments from buyers of the cutouts, which amounted to millions. The
Justice Department’s Organized Crime Strike Force investigated Sal along
with MCA’s business practices. The investigation resulted in Sal’s
conviction of tax evasion, the federal prosecutor being fired, and a cease

57 Steve Yates, The sound of capitalism, Prospect (Sept. 1, 2011),
https://www.prospectmagazine.co.uk/magazine/hip-hop-bling-capitalism-
business.; Angela Y. Davis & Cassandra Shaylor, Race, Gender, and the Prison
Industrial Complex: California and Beyond, 2 Meridians 1,3 (2001), http://
58 William K. Knoedelseder Jr., Morris Levy: Big Clout in Record Industry: His
Behind-the-Scenes Influence Is Felt Throughout The Industry, LOS ANGELES
fi-17146-story.html.
59 Id.
60 Richard Harrington, Making Music With The Mob, WASHINGTON POST (Apr.
04/11/making-music-with-the-mob/615b947e-ef2c-40e7-b53d-9cfe0d56f42f/.
61 Id.
62 Id.
63 Prosecutor Benched After Getting His Man: He Convicted Suspected Mob
Figure Twice; MCA Said Rudnick Made Unfair Accusations, LOS ANGELES TIMES
story.html.
of any further inquiry into MCA’s criminal culpability. However, the incident left a looming suspicion that MCA exerted political pressure to halt the investigation while smaller players became scapegoats.

Since the 1960s, mob affiliate Morris Levy (a mentor to Sony’s former CEO Tommy Mottola) made millions as a major player in the music industry. Convicted of extortion in 1990, Levy was the focal point of an FBI investigation into organized crime. Levy had strong ties to Vincent Gigante of the Genovese Crime Family due to his friendship with the boss of that family, Tommy Eboli. Levy would steal publishing from artists on his label by listing himself as the publisher and also sell counterfeit copies of records he pirated. He was even suspected of connection to the murder of his bodyguard Nate McCullogh.

Buddha Records, one of MGM’s record labels, was mob-controlled through a silent partnership by Colombo underboss John “Sonny” Franzese. The label released records for groups like Ohio Express, the Lemon Pipers, the 1910 Fruitgum Company, Melanie, the Shangri-Las, Gladys Knight & the Pips, Bill Withers, Jay and the Americans, the Isley Brothers, and Captain Beefheart. Even several black music labels and artists were under the mob’s influence in the ‘60s and ‘70s. Jimmy Hendrix’s former manager, Michael Jeffery, had ties to organized crime and was believed to have been funneling money from Hendrix’s account into dummy real estate investments in the Bahamas. Both Jeffery and Hendrix’s deaths were under dubious circumstances, and some were believed to be tied to the criminal underworld. As one can see, corporate corruption, organized crime, and illegal business practices are not new to

---
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the music industry.\textsuperscript{76} Since its inception, the music industry has struggled with these issues and bad characters infiltrating its executive ranks,\textsuperscript{77} and extortion and dubious contracts have been a staple since the beginning.\textsuperscript{78} That kind of sanctioned criminal behavior will become abundantly clear in this paper, and in defense of that practice, is inevitable when doing business on a scale tantamount to the financial sector. However, when a parent company of a subsidiary deliberately turns a blind eye to such criminality to further their profits, such an act merits accountability at the most senior ranks of the organization.

\textbf{a. Cartel-Like Contracts & Tactics}

Beyond blatant criminality, the music industry is known for its predatory contracts and unfair business practices. In 2006, Universal Music Group, the largest music company at the time, settled a $12 million case brought by the New York attorney general for “payola.”\textsuperscript{79} Merriam-Webster’s dictionary defines “payola” as: “undercover or indirect payment (as to a disc jockey) for a commercial favor (as for promoting a particular recording).”\textsuperscript{80} This is usually done because radio play is the most effective way to increase music sales.\textsuperscript{81} The practice is not illegal; only the failure to disclose to listeners that you are “paying for plays” is illegal.\textsuperscript{82} “[M]ore songs are produced than can be heard by the public [and] a song that fails to get airplay cannot compensate for that by running advertisements in magazines or on billboards.”\textsuperscript{83}

Payola payments can take many forms. For instance, Universal bribed music programmers with laptops and luxury hotel stays. In 2006, “Universal gave Yankees tickets to get Brian McKnight on the radio and paid a website maintenance bill to get airplay for Lindsay Lohan and

\begin{itemize}
    \item \textsuperscript{77} \textit{Id.}
    \item \textsuperscript{78} \textit{Id.}
    \item \textsuperscript{80} M\textsc{erriam-W}eb\sc{ster’s} D\textsc{ictionary}, https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/payola.
    \item \textsuperscript{83} \textit{Id.}
\end{itemize}
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others.”84 The prior year, Warner Music Group settled a payola case for $5 million and Sony BMG for $10 million.85

The music industry is also notorious for predatory contracts, which limit artist’s ability to build wealth, while simultaneously generating capital for labels and distributors.86 The fact that an artist’s label can profit from their work while being left in debt reflects a fundamental issue in this business model.87 “Russ,” a successful rap artist who chose the independent route and frequently criticizes music labels and their archaic business practices, said during an interview with TMZ that labels are greedy and becoming obsolete.88 Russ thinks the fees that labels take for “digital marketing” is a sham and calls out labels for overcharging artists for services “that they can do on their own.”89 “[He] would rather use [his] own money for a $300,000 video than have a label use his money for a $300,000 video — and then charge interest.”90

Another business practice unique to the music industry is the treatment of master recordings (masters). Music deals are often structured so that labels own the masters of all songs – giving only an advance and a royalty percentage of music profits to artists.91 To make matters worse, artists only receive payment once the label recoups the artist’s advance payment.92 This predatory-like business practice has been debated for years, and artists throughout the industry have raised their concerns. As late Senator Orrin Hatch aptly put it: “[music] is the only industry in which after you pay off the mortgage, the bank still owns the house.”93

85 Id.
87 Id.
89 Id.
90 Id.
91 Ann Herman, You Belong with Me: Recording Artists’ Fight for Ownership of Their Masters, 18 NW. J. TECH. & INTELL. PROP. 239 (2021).
The ‘80’s hip-hop group De La Soul has been fighting for decades to profit from their first six albums.\textsuperscript{94} However, they would need to relinquish 90% of the profits to Tom Silverman, the CEO and founder of the label that released that music.\textsuperscript{95} Although public sentiment and recording artists like Nas and Questlove agreed that these terms were unfair considering their contribution to the music industry, the potential cost of clearing the samples they used to create the music overshadows the value of their catalog.\textsuperscript{96} In essence, their paperwork in connection with the music was shoddy, so they lacked any leverage to reclaim their rights.\textsuperscript{97} Another example of music corporations operating in bad faith would be its failure to pay artists their appropriate royalties.\textsuperscript{98} Universal Records didn’t pay artists, and settled with approximately 7,500 artists like Chuck D and Public Enemy for $11.5 million.\textsuperscript{99} Unfortunately, many of these legal issues continue to be a problem today, and streaming platforms have only exacerbated them. In 2018, Spotify agreed to settle with songwriters for $112 million in royalties.\textsuperscript{100} The songwriters argued that the Spotify failed to obtain proper licenses for their work and committed copyright infringement.\textsuperscript{101} Similarly, Apple settled a lawsuit for “allegedly selling ‘bootleg’ digital versions” of artists’ music.\textsuperscript{102} Clearly, music labels are not the only corporate entities that fail to compensate artists adequately.

While artists were formerly paid per “song sale” or per “album sale,” they are now only paid “per stream” on streaming services. For example,

\textsuperscript{94} Elijah C. Watson, Decades Since ‘3 Feet High & Rising’ & De La Soul Still Isn’t In Control Of Its Legacy, OKAYPLAYER, https://www.okayplayer.com/music/breakdown-de-la-soul-fight-tommy-boy-records-3-feet-high-rising.html.
\textsuperscript{95} Id.
\textsuperscript{96} Id.
\textsuperscript{97} Id.
\textsuperscript{99} Id.
\textsuperscript{101} Id.
Apple Music pays artists $0.01 per stream,\textsuperscript{103} Spotify pays artists $0.0033 per stream,\textsuperscript{104} and Tidal pays artists $0.013 per stream.\textsuperscript{105} It is not entirely clear how these tech platforms calculated the worth of a stream, but then one day, Billboard decided that 1250 streams equals one album sale.\textsuperscript{106} These tech companies calculate artist payments on a “pro rata” basis.\textsuperscript{107} After totaling all the money generated per month, it is “then divided proportionally by listening time in order to determine how much each artist on the service should be paid.”\textsuperscript{108} Consequently, “all the money collected from subscribers or ads for a given month goes into a single pot, which is then divided by the total number of streams.”\textsuperscript{109} Streaming platforms then pay the labels and publishers, who distribute the money to the artists. For example, in 2021, Kendrick Lamar received 5.1 billion streams on Spotify and in return made $12,507,753 in total earnings. The same year, Drake received 21.5 billion streams and made $52,546,150 in earnings.\textsuperscript{110} Spotify asserts that this system ensures large payouts for prominent and smaller artists.\textsuperscript{111} However, this kind of system actually disempowers smaller artists.\textsuperscript{111} During the height of COVID-19, Nadine Shah, a British singer-songwriter, only received a few dollars here and there, leaving her


\textsuperscript{105} Id.


\textsuperscript{108} Id.


\textsuperscript{110} Mikaela Sullivan, \textit{Which Artists Have Earned the Most From Spotify?}, ACCREDITED DEBT RELIEF (March 1, 2021), https://www.accrediteddebtrelief.com/blog/which-artists-have-earned-the-most-from-spotify/.

“financially crippled.”112 She was unable to buy groceries or make rent payments with the money she received from these streaming platforms.113 Damon Krukowski, an American folk musician said that “[f]rom an individual perspective of musicians, it has just been a downward trend of the rewards for our labor.”114 While these platforms may claim that this system is the most equitable option, it only benefits wealthy and established artists. This kind of system is not designed to highlight smaller artists, which in turn diminishes the impact of fan engagement. Additionally, “[t]here are indie labels that, as opposed to the majors and Merlin members, receive no advance, receive no minimum per stream, and only get a 50% share of ad revenue on a pro-rata basis (which so far has amounted to next to nothing).”115

Consequently, musicians have always had contentious relationships with these streaming services due to their treatment of smaller artists. Singer-songwriter India Arie proposed the question: “[w]here else in the world is a person paid a fraction of a penny for their real life’s work?”116 Others have compared the streaming revolution to Uber’s takeover of the taxi industry, eliminating an artist’s ability to make a livelihood off of album sales.117 Finally, according to Mat Dryhurst, a teacher at NYU’s Clive Davis Institute of Recorded Music in Berlin, “[o]ne-size-fits-all is a very crude, barbaric approach to music.118 With the advent of these platforms, streaming numbers have become among the most valued gauges of a musician’s success and value. Even though smaller acts do not reach streaming numbers like Drake, they still deserve an equitable flow of money from these platforms. If Spotify wishes to uphold its promise of “music for everyone,” it must ensure that musical artists can live sustainably.119 Fortunately, there are alternative pricing models available to artists and platforms like Spotify and Apple Music should adopt them.

113 Id.
114 Id.
117 Id.
118 Id.
119 Id.
First, instead of distributing money on a pro-rata basis, these platforms could, alternatively, base their prices on direct streams. In doing so, artists would be paid a predetermined amount per stream. Second, similar to Soundcloud’s current payment model, they could adopt fan-powered royalties.\textsuperscript{120} Fan-powered royalties is “a system where independent artists can get paid more because they have dedicated fans streaming their music.”\textsuperscript{121} The money these artists receive is based on the subscriber’s behavior.\textsuperscript{122}

Another seemingly unconscionable label business practice is the label’s administration of an artist’s international royalties. In standard contracts, labels “will not pay [artists for] albums sold outside the United States if the label receives payment for those sales in non-U.S. currency.”\textsuperscript{123} For the artist to receive this payment, they have to do so in writing and provide a foreign bank account for the labels to deposit the royalties at the artist’s expense.\textsuperscript{124} Considering most artists’ typical age and inexperience, this can be an overly burdensome administrative obligation for the artist. In addition, if an artist wants to audit the label, the contracts often contain clauses limiting such revenue examinations.\textsuperscript{125} Under the standard contract, an artist may only object to a royalty statement within one year of the date the label should have rendered the statement.\textsuperscript{126} So, if a label’s royalty statement is three hundred days, the artist only has sixty-five days to prepare for and audit the label.\textsuperscript{127} Furthermore, some contracts prohibit the auditing process altogether.\textsuperscript{128}

Lastly, there is the label “360 deal,” which could be considered an adhesion contract due to the broad rights it gives labels over an artist’s revenue. Artists signed to “360 deals” are obligated to give their label a

\textsuperscript{120} SonoSuite, Why is SoundCloud’s new ‘fan-powered’ payout model so revolutionary?, SonoSuite (March 26, 2022), https://sonosuite.com/en/blog/soundcloud-fan-powered-payouts/.
\textsuperscript{121} Id.
\textsuperscript{122} Id.
\textsuperscript{124} Id.
\textsuperscript{125} Id.
\textsuperscript{126} Id.
\textsuperscript{127} Id.
\textsuperscript{128} Id.
portion of their revenue— even if the money is not based on album sales.\textsuperscript{129} This includes revenue from merchandise, shows, brand deals, and endorsements.\textsuperscript{130} Other non-record income sources that an artist must share with their label are earnings from songwriting, fan clubs, motion pictures, modeling, and even additional categories depending on their deal.\textsuperscript{131} This arrangement where the employer profits off ancillary income that is not tied to the employee’s direct job function would likely be implausible in most industries. Some consider label 360 deals and the label’s perpetual ownership of an artist’s work as an example of “labels reaping where they have not sown.” Conversely, others might see it akin to the sharecropping labor system of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries by creating guaranteed and perpetual labor for the labels through a business model designed to place their artists in continuous debt.\textsuperscript{132} Regardless of how anachronistic the concept is, “360 deals [and labels owning master recordings] are here to stay because record companies like making more money (as do most of us),” says music lawyer Donald Passman.\textsuperscript{133}

\textit{b. From the Streets to the Main Stage}

Notwithstanding certain dubious business practices within the music industry, aspiring entrepreneurs continue to emerge from impoverished communities with a bridge over barricades they would not encounter in other business sectors. For instance, imagine a three-time felon with a rap sheet full of violent crimes or narcotics trafficking convictions afforded the opportunity of (i) a $10 million loan to start a fast-food restaurant, (ii) being invited to invest in a professional sports franchise or (iii) having access to private equity funds to grow their wealth. That all sounds inconceivable because it is, due to the inaccessibility of wealth-generating


\textsuperscript{130} Id.

\textsuperscript{131} Donald S. Passman, \textit{All You Need To Know About The Music Business} 102 (Simon & Schuster, 10th ed. 2019).

\textsuperscript{132} In sharecropping, a landowner would provide their tenant with resources like food, clothing, and medical expenses. In return, the tenant would repay the landowner with a share of the tenant’s crops or cash profits. But the tenant couldn’t freely benefit from any crops they produced, as the system was designed to keep the tenant in perpetual debt to the landowner. James C. Giesen, \textit{Sharecropping}, New Georgia Encyclopedia, https://www.georgiaencyclopedia.org/articles/history-archaeology/sharecropping/ (last modified Sep. 29, 2020).

\textsuperscript{133} Passman, \textit{supra} note 128.
opportunities for the lower rung in society. Unless, of course, you are a rising star in hip-hop, like Jay-Z, who has reportedly made “Warren Buffet”-level gains from his investment in the Brooklyn Nets basketball team. In essence, if you fit the profile of Jay-Z’s (i.e., a rap impresario with a marketable rap sheet), your opportunities are endless. In those instances, your prior criminal history becomes negligible at worst or adds to your marketability, at best.

Ushered in from the street corner to the main stage, hip-hop has given countless creatives the means to earn legitimate income while positively impacting the communities they came from. An artist’s use of social and economic capital to invest in the neighborhoods that nurtured them is essential due to our country’s historical record of blatant inequity among the racial and social classes. Our country’s business sectors, political platforms, and educational systems notoriously eliminate moderate and low-income Americans from “wealth-generating opportunities provided by private markets.” Therefore, the wealth of resources at the disposal of hip-hop oligarchs have critically contributed to these underprivileged communities and helps remove their exclusion from “cross-racial or economic ties,” thus leading to wealth creation.

However, it is no secret that, while pursuing a path that would improve their lives, many of these artists had one foot “in street life” and the other foot in the studio. The myriad of physical altercations, murders, arrests, investigations, trials, and criminal convictions during their rise through the ranks in the ‘80’s, ‘90’s, and 2000’s lends credence to that reality. Case in point, 50 Cent’s ascension in hip-hop was largely based on his lyrical talent and credibility as an active gangster. The success of his label G-Unit, merchandise business, television shows, and Vitamin Water deal

---

substantiates that 50’s potential far exceeded his early station in life.\textsuperscript{139} There is no denying his aptitude for business, use of creative instincts, tactful leadership, and street cred. On the other hand, 50 is a victim of gun violence, and getting shot nine times in front of his grandmother’s house gave him tremendous legitimacy as a gangster in an industry full of “wanksters” (i.e., fake gangsters).\textsuperscript{140} That kind of professional profile where your “murder game” or “bullet-riddled body” is actual currency, only one exists in one marketplace, hip-hop. The murderer-stickup man from Brooklyn that 50 named himself after (Kelvin Darnell Martin, July 24, 1964 – October 24, 1987) could never leverage his felonious credentials as a contract killer in any legal business sector.\textsuperscript{141} Then again, if the real 50 Cent was a lyrical genius in hip-hop and actually lived to leverage those killer credentials, his legitimate options would be limitless. This culture of violence and criminality has continued up to the present day, with artists like Migos rapper Takeoff being shot and killed in 2022,\textsuperscript{142} the alleged shooting of female rapper Megan The Stallion by rapper/singer Tory Lanez, and the murder of Pop Smoke in 2021.\textsuperscript{143}

When considering the pop culture icons that launched their artistic careers through gangster rap, Jay-Z is the poster child for that success story. As the first billionaire rapper, Jay-Z was a frequent guest at the White House (during the Obama administration), made $300 million from the sale of his tech platform TIDAL and owns an elite French Champagne (Armand de Brignac, known as Ace of Spades) valued at $640 million.\textsuperscript{144}

\textsuperscript{144} Madeline Berg, Billionaire Jay-Z’s Net Worth Jumps 40% With Sales Of Streaming Service Tidal, Champagne Brand, FORBES (Mar. 4, 2021), https://www.forbes.com/sites/maddieberg/2021/03/04/billionaire-rapper-entrepreneur-
Along with a slew of savvy investments, brand partnerships (Reebok, Cherry Coke, Cohiba, and Budweiser), and an expansive art collection estimated to be worth $70 million, Jay-Z has clearly transcended hip-hop. However, as told through his colorful rap lyrics, his rise to riches started as a crack dealer in the ghettos of NYC. Again, another rags-to-riches story that could not have happened in any other industry. Moreover, there are countless others like Jay-Z and 50 Cent (e.g., Fat Joe, T.I., and Snoop Dogg) that rose from obscurity as crack-cocaine dealers to the cover of Forbes magazine for their wealth and power.

IV. THE RISE OF THE HIP-HOP OLIGARCH

Unlike the robber barons of the 19th century, hip-hop’s oligarchs did not rise from wealth or influential family names. Their base of operations was not an office on Wall Street or a summer home in Newport, Rhode Island. They held court in the gutter-like conditions of housing projects in NYC, gang-infested communities of East Los Angeles, and trap houses of the Dirty South. These circumstances would yield a unique reality for hip-hop oligarchs and operate as the primary attrition factor for their inner circle of family and friends. Their path to success was not trade school, community college, or an advanced degree in business administration. On the contrary, hip-hop’s oligarchs had to navigate through deadly circumstances like homicidal killers in the neighborhood, drug addiction within the family, and the constant threat of criminal

145 Id.
prosecution or state-sponsored persecution. A self-described “young savage with a loaded firearm in [his] hand” that robbed “modest, honest, hardworking citizens” at the age of 14, is how rap artist Fat Joe describes his early life in the Bronx (under the tutelage of a nefarious family member). His reputation in the Bronx made the Trinity Ave artist public enemy number one in the eyes of cops that patrolled his neighborhood. That will power, strength and sheer grit, would eventually make him a rap icon and elder statesman of his former community.

Jay-Z also started selling drugs at 14, and at some point, he is claimed to have been moving a kilogram of cocaine a week. In his debut album “Reasonable Doubt,” the impresario chronicles some of those early days in the streets when he shot his brother and robbed at gunpoint. Even Bad Boy billionaire “Diddy” has a sordid criminal history before the birth of his successful producing career and the rise of his label “Bad Boy Records.” In his early days, in an attempt to secure street protection or gangster credibility, he got “jumped into” (i.e., initiation through fisticuffs) the street gang “Same Gang,” which was composed of legendary bank robbers Eric Von Zip and Chaz Williams. A few years

---
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154 VladTV, Gene Deal on Puffy Running 20 Blocks While Getting Jumped In to “Same Gang” (Part 2), YouTube (Jul. 30, 2021), https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UH0AsRefElTw.

155 Vlad TV, Chaz Williams on Robbing 60 Banks, Doing 15 Years While Still Bank Robbing, YouTube (Mar. 19, 2016), https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ADPsXztbXg&t=21s.
later, on his journey as an event promoter, Diddy hosted a celebrity basketball game that ended tragically with nine people dying due to negligence in the management of the event.\textsuperscript{156} Considering the greater context of these unfortunate events, it’s clear that rising out of the ghetto can be viewed as a bloodsport. That path is inundated with complications, sacrifices, and dire consequences. However, the criminal negligence, illegal drug dealing, and gun violence that occurred before a rapper or producer entered the ‘80’s and ‘90’s hip-hop did not always stop once they crossed that threshold. In many cases, it continued and intensified. For example, Harlem rapper Cam’ron (of the group Dipset) was shot in Washington, D.C., on Oct. 23, 2005, during an attempted carjacking of his Lamborghini; Philly rapper Beanie Sigel (formerly of Roc-A-Fella Records) lost a lung after being shot outside his home in New Jersey; Brooklyn rapper Troy Ave was shot three times within twelve consecutive months in 2016; and XXXTentacion was fatally shot on June 18, 2022, during a robbery in Deerfield Beach, Florida.\textsuperscript{157}

In 2001, Jay-Z was sentenced to three years probation for the 1999 stabbing of music executive and producer Lance “Un” Rivera in the stomach for illegally bootlegging one of his albums.\textsuperscript{158} In 1999, Diddy was involved in a nightclub shooting while attending a party with his girlfriend, Jennifer Lopez, at the time. The melee left at least one person shot, three injured and Diddy’s new protégé, “Shyne,” in prison for the gun violence.\textsuperscript{159} Suge Knight, who is presently serving 28 years in prison for vehicular homicide during an altercation outside the set of “Straight Out of Compton,” is known to have had countless physical altercations and was once considered the boogieman of the music industry.\textsuperscript{160} His violent behavior is legendary, and his criminal history includes assault, robbery,


and drug possession.\footnote{Id.} Most of these events happened while Suge was an active music executive.\footnote{Id.}

This criminal atmosphere of hip-hop’s early days was mainly due to an industry full of gangsters, thugs, and drug dealers as its gatekeepers. Breaking into a world like that requires comfort and familiarity with the streets, a tough guy persona, and gangster friends surrounding you for protection. The case of former hip-hop manager James Rosemond (a/k/a “Jimmy Henchman”) is another perfect illustration of this paradox.\footnote{James C. McKinley Jr., Witnesses Recount Long-Running Feud During Hip-Hop Manager’s Murder Trial, The New York Times (March 2, 2014), https://www.nytimes.com/2014/03/03/nyregion/witnesses-recount-long-running-feud-during-hip-hop-managers-murder-trial.html.} While managing major artists like Game and Gucci Mane, he was sentenced to life in prison for “running a multi-million dollar cocaine ring.”\footnote{Id.} Testimony during his trial revealed a two year violent dispute with 50 Cent and G-Unit that resulted in the attempted murder of G-Unit members, shooting up the entrance of Violator Records, a company managing G-Unit at the time, assaulting the brother of 50 Cent’s manager (Chris Lighty) with a razor to his face, shooting up the house of G-Unit’s road manager (Baja Walters), shooting up the Bentley of G-Unit member Tony Yayo as he sat idle on Madison Avenue in Harlem, and the assassination of a G-Unit associate, Lowell Fletcher, for assaulting Rosemond’s fourteen-year-old son.\footnote{Id.} This is just one of countless violent disputes that has taken place amongst artists, entourages, and business associates in the hip-hop community. Therefore, the rise of the hip-hop oligarchs was not a result of luck, the right timing, or even amazing talent. Laboring against unattainable conditions such as these to ascend to multi-millionaire status requires all of the above, cash from contraband, and the willingness to employ deadly tactics to maintain a foothold in the business. Otherwise, poverty or powerlessness is inevitable, certainly not peerage with the likes of an English noble.\footnote{Peerage, Merriam-Webster, https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/peerage.}

a. \textit{Washing Dirty Money With Clean Hands}

It’s no secret there were countless dark deeds and innumerable amounts of dirty money tied to hip-hop’s royalty. But it has all been pasteurized by their patronage to cooperate with the cartels responsible for
their fortunes (not dissimilar to the traditions and principles found among
all great empires). Jay-Z or Master P’s alleged funneling of drug proceeds
through record labels should not be judged more harshly than the opium
regimes of the Dutch, Spanish and French — which stabilized their
economies. The thuggery or barbarism attributed to Death Row, Cash
Money, or Bad Boy’s record labels when carving their place in hip-hop
history would pale in comparison to the exploitative or abusive tactics of
the 20th-century robber barons. Therefore, the legacies of hip-hop
oligarchs should not be stained by the criminal deeds facilitating their rise.
Hip-hop oligarchs built dynasties while grappling with a torrent of violent
opposition. They had to contend with forces, barriers, and principalities
unique to their market sector and demographic, like systemic racism, gun-
wielding goons, and socio-economic conditions designed to keep them in
a subservient class. Consequently, if not for the intestinal fortitude,
sheer grit, and business instincts needed to survive in the streets, they
likely would not have survived in the music business.

Furthermore, these artists’ catalogs stuffed the coffers of their
corporate parents and business partners, and heavily contributed to hip-
hop raking in billions of dollars. Three major media empires control the
global music market today, and it is estimated that hip-hop music
accounts for 31% of that market. In 2021, Sony Music Entertainment
generated $7.5 billion in overall revenue. Sony owes much of its
dominance to the money it earned with rappers like the late Big L, Wu-
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Tang Clan, Nas, and Three 6 Mafia.\textsuperscript{174} In 2021, Warner Music Group was valued at about $27 billion.\textsuperscript{175} Warner owes some of its recent dominance to money it earned with 300 Entertainment, which is the home to Young Thug and Gunna (who both were recently indicted on RICO charges), YNW Melly (charged with two counts of first-degree murder), and Megan Thee Stallion (who allegedly suffered a gunshot wound that implicated rapper/singer Tory Lanez).\textsuperscript{176} Universal Music Group is the third of the big three, and when it began to be publicly traded, it was valued at over $50 billion.\textsuperscript{177} Universal owes some of its success to the contributions of Def Jam (Jay-Z), Interscope (Dr. Dre and Suge Knight), Shady (50 Cent), Cash Money (Birdman, Drake, and Nicki Minaj), and rappers like 21 Savage and Kendrick Lamar. These corporate entities are part of an interconnected network that makes up the foundation of modern commercial music. Sony Group Corporation, worth around $135 billion based on some reports and founded in 1946,\textsuperscript{178} is the parent of Sony Music.\textsuperscript{179} There are also companies like Access Industries (parent of Warner Music Group, founded in 1958, worth 13.5 billion) and Vivendi, a partial owner of Universal Music Group, which has a market cap of $12.9 billion.\textsuperscript{180} Notwithstanding the vast wealth and market dominance of hip-hop artists in business with these conglomerates, it’s abundantly clear that
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\textsuperscript{175} Tim Ingham, Warner Music Is Worth $10BN More Than It Was A Year Ago, MUSIC BUS. WORLDWIDE (Oct. 22, 2021), https://www.musicbusinessworldwide.com/warner-music-group-is-worth-10bn-more-than-it-was-a-year-ago/.
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V. LEVERAGING THE LAW AGAINST CORPORATE CRIMINALITY

Should these media juggernauts be able to generate any portion of their wealth from blood money or the ill-gotten gains of their artists? The public sentiment (when the public is aware) towards criminals, cartels, and crime in general, would suggest otherwise, as would the “black letter of the law.” Therefore, big businesses should not be shielded from prosecution when implicated in a crime any more than a co-conspirator should be able to evade prosecution just because they were not the actual perpetrator. Yet somehow, music companies have not been prosecuted for activities that would make the everyday citizen culpable (or, at the very least, “a person of interest” in a criminal investigation). It is unclear if that outcome is due to a lack of legal precedent or prosecutorial motivation. Nevertheless, a legal framework clearly exists to address both issues, if government officials take their duty to hold corporate goons just as accountable as gangsters, drug traffickers, and white-collar criminals.

Corporations in the music industry traffic their wares using one of the most valuable natural resources, the electromagnetic spectrum (i.e., the public radio waves) and thus owe a duty to the “public trust” to place our interests above their own.\textsuperscript{181} This fiduciary obligation extends beyond the radio waves and includes expectations of corporate social responsibility (CSR) and corporate moral responsibility (CMR).\textsuperscript{182}

---

\textsuperscript{181} The Electromagnetic spectrum is an invaluable natural resource – one that should receive the full protection of the public trust doctrine. However, the spectrum is under the control of the Federal Communications Commission (FCC). For Television broadcasters, it commands the use of certain frequencies only for television broadcasting – and this extends to radio waves. Due to the value of the electromagnetic spectrum, access to it should be guaranteed in order for the public to enjoy its full potential.


\textsuperscript{182} Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) is a concept whereby companies integrate social and environmental concerns into their business practices. Companies seek to achieve a balance of economic, environmental, and social imperatives while addressing the expectations of shareholders and stakeholders. Corporate moral responsibility (CMR) deals with the corporate moral course of action. The meaning of a responsible company is that one behaves well – wisely,
collective agents that should serve the good of society which empowers
them. However, they often make decisions for their shareholders' benefit
to the detriment of society at large. Even if corporations are innately
capitalistic with aims rooted in profit rather than social mobility, that does
not give them the right to circumvent their social and moral obligations.

Historically speaking, these obligations are evidenced by corporations
held to standards of social and moral responsibility when their profits
compete with progressive agendas such as climate change, human rights
violations, or corporate corruption. For example, corporate accountability
and the leveraging of sanctions against corporations have spurred
corrective action in the past, as seen in the sanctioning of Exxon after the
Valdez Oil Spill and the social boycotting of Goya products after its public
approval of then President Donald J. Trump. But corporations have
never been held accountable for their criminality in hip-hop music. Most
of the onus falls on their artists, even when they have lent aid to a criminal
act or are the ones actually holding the “smoking gun” (symbolically
speaking).

Therefore, this paper seeks to remedy that issue by illustrating the
legal basis and public policy considerations on this matter based on the
legal theories of “corporate criminal liability,” “criminal negligence,” and
“successor liability.” Each will provide the legal basis for imposing
criminal liability on record labels, music distributors, and/or media parent
companies (i.e., “financiers”) that employ recording artists or music
producers engaged in criminal activity.

a. Corporate Criminal Liability

Corporate criminal liability is a legal theory that was applied in the
case of Massachusetts, the Commonwealth v. Angelo Todesca Corp. In
this case, a jury found a corporate defendant guilty of homicide by a

prudently, and morally. Moreover, CMR is concerned with holding corporations
responsible for their actions.
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vehicle.\textsuperscript{185} The case is pivotal due to the fact that the court found the Angelo Todesca Corporation liable for the homicide even though their employee committed the crime.\textsuperscript{186} Their employee killed someone while driving in reverse in one of their trucks that was not equipped with backup alarms.\textsuperscript{187} The court’s ruling established the following elements for illustrating the criminal liability of a corporation through the acts of its employees: (i) the employee committed a criminal offense, (ii) at the time of the offense, the employee was engaged in some particular corporate business or project and (iii) the employee was vested by the corporation with the authority to act for it, and on its behalf, carrying out that particular corporate business or project when the offense occurred.\textsuperscript{188} It is noteworthy to mention that “knowledge” of the employees’ criminal acts was not a required element to establish the company’s liability under this legal theory.\textsuperscript{189}

The application of this legal theory to music labels hinges on the ability to establish an “employer and employee” relationship between the artist and their label to hold the record labels (i.e., employers) criminally liable for the behavior of the artists signed to them (i.e., the employees). Although holding corporations criminally liable for the behavior of their employees is uncommon, the Massachusetts court provides a workable and reasonable rationale to apply the legal theory to artists and labels in the music industry. Additional case law that supports this legal precedent of holding a corporate employer responsible for the crimes of its employee are as follows: (1) United States v. Bainbridge Management., Inc, in which the court denied a corporation’s motion to dismiss an indictment, stating that a company may be held liable for the criminal activity of an employee or agent; and (2) Commonwealth v. L. A. L. Corp., where the Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts held that a company could be held liable using the same legal theory.\textsuperscript{190}

i. The Employment Relationship

Many will resist the notion that recording artists are employees of their record labels. Beyond the philosophical dissonance on this issue between the community of recording artists and their label parents, both parties

\textsuperscript{185} Id. at 129.
\textsuperscript{186} Id.
\textsuperscript{187} Id. at 131.
\textsuperscript{188} Id.
\textsuperscript{189} Id.
would deny the employer and employee implication due to the contractual nature of their business relationship. Recording artists are customarily identified as “independent contractors” in their label contracts and not treated as “employees.” 191 This is due to the advantages afforded by the independent contractor status. 192 For instance, the legal designation of “independent contractor” is primarily used by music labels to mitigate the risks, liabilities, and expenses to be incurred if these labels were thought to be employing their recording artists while also being subject to labor laws (medical benefits, employment taxes, etc.) that would govern their business relationship. 193 For that reason, the practice of media companies, such as music labels, engaging artists as independent contractors is common when contracting for artistic services. 194

An “employee” is defined as an individual who works under the supervision or control of an “employer.” 195 An employee works in the employer’s service under an express or implied contract of hire that gives the employer the right to dictate the employee’s work duties. 196 Under the law, the employer and employee relationship is not defined solely by the terms of the parties’ contractual agreement. 197 Rather, the legal classification of “employer and employee” is established based on the circumstances of the relationship between the two parties. 198 Regardless of the terms in a contract between an individual and a company engaging them for services, if that individual’s duties are delegated and controlled by the company, that company would be considered the employer of that individual. 199 Arriving at this legal conclusion usually requires applying a
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common-law factor test to a set of facts and circumstances. Factors such as the “exercise of control,” “the right to quit” the engagement, and the “amount of supervision” are key elements considered in the analysis of whether a person is an employee or an independent contractor. But the primary consideration is determining who has the right to control two basic elements: what must be done and how it must be done. Even though there have been countless attempts for companies in the entertainment business to evade that reality due to identifying their service providers as freelancers, independent contractors, or temporary staff, the court has often ruled otherwise.

Applying this legal criterion in the context of a recording artist and record label, the label controls and supervises several of the artist’s key activities, such as studio recordings, artist development, and publicity campaigns. The actual production, development, and distribution of the music created by the artist is all funded and controlled by the label. This control even extends to the timing of the music’s release and its promotion by the artist on social media.

Unfortunately, the severe violence associated with many recording artist disputes in the ‘90’s and 2000s provides ample basis for achieving the willful and malicious standard required under California law while also reflecting fact patterns that would establish the employer-employee relationship. For instance, the gunfight between rapper Lil’ Kim and the group Capone-N-Noreaga during a promotional appearance at the NYC radio station Hot 97 would undoubtedly be a malicious criminal offense in

---
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furtherance of their work. Due to an ongoing beef and competition between the two groups, they both sought to either disrupt each other’s promotional activities that day and/or eliminate the other party as a threat (creative or otherwise) by engaging in a gun battle. At the time of the shooting, Lil’ Kim was a marquee talent signed to Bad Boy Records, and Capone-N-Noreaga were a platinum-selling rap group signed to Tommy Boy Records. Whether these artists were acting on behalf of their labels as agents or employees is insignificant, considering they were both attending a meeting that day in the furtherance of their label’s interest (i.e., promotion of music under the ownership and control of their music labels). This same rationale can be applied to Diddy assaulting the manager of a recording artist over the disparagement of his brand and identity by the unapproved release of a music video featuring him and Nas nailed to a cross like Jesus. In all of these cases, the artists are attempting to resolve business disputes through violence and in the furtherance of their business enterprises or the interests of their corporate parents.

ii. Mens Rea

Furthermore, even though “mens rea” was not a requirement under Commonwealth v. Angelo Todesca Corp., there is sufficient evidence that the music labels employing these artists were aware of their illegal activity based on all the publicity surrounding their criminal antics (e.g., the gunfights, stabbings, and drug dealing), especially considering how legendary these events were within the hip-hop community at the time. The narratives related to the shootings, stabbings, drug dealing, and murders are captured in their cinematic rhymes, and these true-life accounts have
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\footnote{Joseph Patel, Key Figure in Diddy Gun Trial Slain Outside Atlanta Club, MTV (Nov. 11, 2003, 6:41 PM), https://www.mtv.com/news/1480349/key-figure-in-diddy-gun-trial-slain-outside-atlanta-club/.

For example, the murder of Tupac Shakur in 1996, resulting from a physical altercation the artist and his entourage had in Las Vegas with a known gangbanger received worldwide attention.\footnote{See, e.g., Ian Katz, \textit{Death Wish}, Guardian.co.uk (Sept. 20, 1996), https://www.theguardian.com/fromthearchive/story/0,,1871645,00.html; Tupac Shakur Dies, History (Sept. 13, 2021), https://www.history.com/this-day-in-history/tupac-shakur-dies.
\footnote{Joseph Patel, Key Figure in Diddy Gun Trial Slain Outside Atlanta Club, MTV (Nov. 11, 2003, 6:41 PM), https://www.mtv.com/news/1480349/key-figure-in-diddy-gun-trial-slain-outside-atlanta-club/.

Then, in 1997, “Biggie,” aka the “Notorious B.I.G.,” an iconic artist under Bad Boy’s label, was assassinated in Los Angeles, California, at the height of the East Coast versus West Coast rap beef, which was another highly publicized death.\footnote{See, e.g., Ian Katz, \textit{Death Wish}, Guardian.co.uk (Sept. 20, 1996), https://www.theguardian.com/fromthearchive/story/0,,1871645,00.html; Tupac Shakur Dies, History (Sept. 13, 2021), https://www.history.com/this-day-in-history/tupac-shakur-dies.
\footnote{Joseph Patel, Key Figure in Diddy Gun Trial Slain Outside Atlanta Club, MTV (Nov. 11, 2003, 6:41 PM), https://www.mtv.com/news/1480349/key-figure-in-diddy-gun-trial-slain-outside-atlanta-club/.

In 2003, Diddy’s bodyguard, Bronx street legend Anthony “Wolf” Jones, was murdered in a gunfight outside a strip club in Atlanta, Georgia, after a dispute with members of a notorious drug syndicate/music label known as BMF.\footnote{See, e.g., Ian Katz, \textit{Death Wish}, Guardian.co.uk (Sept. 20, 1996), https://www.theguardian.com/fromthearchive/story/0,,1871645,00.html; Tupac Shakur Dies, History (Sept. 13, 2021), https://www.history.com/this-day-in-history/tupac-shakur-dies.
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Most in the music industry have heard about rappers driving around in armored vehicles, adorning bulletproof vests, and being flanked by executive security details like they were state officials in a foreign war zone. However, the third billionaire born out of hip-hop, Curtis “50 Cent” Jackson, who was shot nine times in an assassination attempt on his life,
provides the most palpable illustration of this lifestyle. 219 50 Cent reportedly spent “a little over $1 million a year” on security at his former Connecticut mansion, surrounding the home with surveillance, and reputedly takes his security very seriously. 220 In 2014, Jay-Z and Beyoncé reportedly “increased staff and addition of two military-grade bomb proof vehicles [costing] them an estimated US $4 million.” 221 Finally, in 2019, rapper Tekashi69 spent $1.09 million for 24/7 security approaching his federal racketeering case. 222

The men and women living today who experienced the violent ‘90’s and early 2000’s era of hip-hop did not just rap about it. They lived it “and have the receipts” (i.e., criminal records and battle scars to prove it). Therefore, even if the Navy Seal-like security teams, armored caravans, murders, shootouts, and rumors of violent altercations were somehow unbeknown to the label parents in instances where knowledge was a required element to impose criminal liability, establishing direct “knowledge” of criminality on behalf of the labels still would not be necessary. This is due to the legal theory of “collective knowledge,” which is used when the charge is a statutorily created crime (such as drug possession, sale, or distribution), and the mens rea required is knowledge (as discussed in Commonwealth v. Martins Maintenance). Courts have found that knowingly benefiting financially from an employee’s crimes can establish collective knowledge on behalf of the defendant and make them responsible for their failure to act accordingly. 223

iii. The Financial Benefits of the Fallout

Whether you are a hip-hop consumer or just an onlooker curious about the culture, one should bear in mind that jail, violence, and criminal prosecution equate to great publicity opportunities for artists and record-
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breaking music sales for their labels. Even in dubious cases like R. Kelly, who was signed to Sony/RCA, his music sales increased as a result of his criminal case. His album sales have grown by 500% since his rape allegations and eventual incarceration. Def Jam, which is part of Universal, signed recording artist Shyne to a $3 million deal while he was serving his 10-year sentence. Then his album, “Godfather Buried Alive,” sold 158,000 copies in the first week and debuted in the top 10 on the Billboard charts. Of course, his label (Bad Boy at the time) did not encourage him to brandish a pistol or shoot up a nightclub; but they certainly knew his criminal history and propensity for violence. Additionally, none of these events resulted in a lack of business opportunities as a jailed artist or convicted felon. That is because violent and criminal-minded artists are valuable assets in a label’s portfolio and undergird its business model.

The murder or maiming of a rap artist significantly boosts music sales. For instance, take Jimmy Iovine’s alleged comments to Suge Knight immediately following Tupac’s murder: “[y]ou can’t beat a dead
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man’s sales.” For example, look at the music sales and social media metrics of PnB Rock. Following the rapper’s death in September 2022, his catalog streams saw a 651.9% increase to 30.5 million US streams from 4.1 million the week prior. The value of this business move is evident by the revenue his music generated for the label. Pop Smoke’s music received a 392% increase in streams from mourning fans. Similarly, King Von charted on Billboard Hot 100 for the first time only after he died in 2020. A similar trend is expected after the murder of Migos rapper Takeoff in November 2022. There is also the specter of labels profiting directly from their artists’ deaths through label life insurance policies on artists. This has been a trending topic in social media, with rappers like French Montana commenting publicly in news interviews. French might be particularly sensitive to the issue due to his barely surviving a gunshot to the head while visiting a music studio in the Bronx in 2003 and almost losing rapper Lil Tjay, a close peer, after he was shot seven times in a botched robbery in 2022. In addition to those incidents, French lost his young protege and fellow Coke Boy member Chinx to a drive-by shooting in Queens, NY, in 2015. Gregory Victoroff, music industry attorney and former “chairman of the Beverly Hills, Calif., Bar Association’s Committee for the Art -- an organization which released
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241 Rapper Chinx Drugz Murdered in Drive By Shooting: Member of French Montana’s Coke Boys, (May 17, 2015, 6:56 AM), https://www.tmz.com/2015/05/17/chinx-drugz-shot-killed-coke-boys-drive-by-rapper/. 
‘The Musician’s Business & Legal Guide,’ confirmed this business practice in a news article published by MTV entitled: “Bushwick Bill Blasts Label Over Life Insurance Policy.” Per Victoroff, “the clause often is inserted in contracts ‘where the artist may live the lifestyle or participate in recreational practices that are dangerous.” “Stan Soocher, a music industry attorney and author of ‘They Fought The Law: Rock Music Goes To Court,’ concurred with Victoroff’s assessment that when labels take out a life insurance policy on an artist, it is because they are worried that they won’t be able to make back the money they invested in the artist’s development.” Lastly, there is also the age-old practice of labels releasing new music from an artist who has passed away to prolong their revenue stream on the artist’s music. It is a business tactic often criticized because the released songs are frequently unfinished and rarely have the artist’s blessing to publish the music.

Hip-hop music is an art form that, unfortunately, at times, promotes the worst aspects of violent and antisocial behavior. As early as the ‘80’s, extortion and bribery have been part of the fabric of the music industry. Examples of this kind of bad behavior are almost endless (as demonstrated throughout this paper). On the other hand, there is rarely discussion about how much these criminal acts enrich the coffers of the labels behind the artist that is committing crime. This is eerily like the crack epidemic of the ‘80’s and ‘90’s. That period plagued our society with rampant drug abuse while simultaneously facilitating a “gilded age”
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for the profiteers and commercial enterprises benefiting from the illegal narcotic. In essence, crack was certainly an evil plague, but the dirty money stimulated a lot of consumerism.249 Ostentatious crack dealers still inspire much of the hip-hop artist’s accouterment.250 Regardless of the crimes being committed in hip-hop or taphouses, the wealth creation and wealth simulation cannot be denied.

Corporate criminal liability has a long legal history, as seen by the case of Commonwealth v. Angelo Todesca Corp. However, it has yet to be weaponized to dismantle the illegal business tactics common in hip-hop. Music labels reap from the controversial publicity while sowing seeds of their own criminal liability for seemingly endorsing the bad acts of their artists through non-action. This, coupled with the current criminal case against Young Thug and his label, Young Stoner Life (YSL) Records, could set a dangerous precedent for music labels that have signed rogue artists.251 Criminal prosecutors in Georgia suspect that Young Thug founded the street gang Young Slime Life, which they claim has been carrying out criminal activities under the guise of his record label, YSL Records. His indictment alleges that the gang has committed multiple murders, shootings, and carjackings over the last decade, and accounts of these crimes appear in the lyrics of their music, which will be used as evidence of their racketeering and gang activity. The RICO case involving Young Thug and company is ongoing and has yet to conclude, but it can have a possible impact on Thug’s label, 300 Elektra Entertainment, if it is shown that they were criminally complicit in handling their artists.252

252 The timing of this case is pivotal given that rap artists such as Jay Z and Meek Mill were championing a bill to have rap lyrics limited from being used as evidence in trials in New York state as it is viewed by some as a violation to free
b. Criminal Negligence

If corporate criminal liability does not serve as a strong enough basis for imposing liability on the labels employing criminally minded recording artists, the label’s own “criminal negligence” may be a sufficient cause of action. Questions regarding labels’ negligent management of artists were a topic of discussion after the drug overdoses of artists like Amy Winehouse and Michael Jackson. As Russell Brand stated in his tribute to Winehouse: “the “duty of care” the music industry should provide is to truly acknowledge addiction as a disease . . . not a path to greatness.” Alexa Smith, ex-girlfriend of late rapper Juice Wrld, alleged that record labels gave him illegal drugs while courting the rising artist. Other notable hip-hop figures that have recently died as a result of drugs are DMX, Mac Miller, Michael K. Williams, ODB, and Shock G.

“Criminal negligence” is when an act has “some measure of wantonness, flagrant or reckless disregard for the safety of others, or willful indifference.” Moreover, an individual will be held criminally negligent if they should have been aware of a substantial risk, and the failure to perceive that risk results in a gross deviation from the standard of care that a reasonable person would observe in the actor’s situation. The speech and expression. On May 16, 2022, the New York Senate passed the bill, which prevents song lyrics from being introduced as evidence in criminal cases. Although the bill protects artists of any genre, it is important for hip-hop artists, namely because they have been disproportionately denied their right to freedom of creative expression and unprotected in the courtroom with their music being viewed as an “autobiographical journal.”
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“objective test” is used to determine criminal negligence. This test states that if a reasonable person in the defendant’s position would have been aware of the risk involved, then the defendant is presumed to have had such an awareness. This raises a few key questions. First, would a reasonable person offer employment, compensation, and benefits worth millions of dollars to a future employee or business partner with a criminal history of trafficking drugs, assault, battery, attempted murder, or illegal gun possession? Second, how could they explain offering such an opportunity while that person was incarcerated for such crimes?

The hip-hop music industry operates outside of the standard of reasonable corporate behavior. Business decisions in the latter community would be patently unethical in other industries, likely because they would leave organizations susceptible to criminal negligence liability. Influential members of hip-hop’s past and present have been both victims and perpetrators of criminal activity. However, the treatment of perpetrators of crime within the industry compared to those outside of it are increasingly disparate. Employers have historically been reluctant to hire individuals with criminal backgrounds, even years after the end of their sentences. According to a New York Times/CBS News/Kaiser Family Foundation poll, “men with criminal records account for about 34 percent of all non-working men ages 25 to 54.” However, within the hip-hop industry, some of the most enterprising opportunities have been offered to (i) the rap artist “Shyne,” who was incarcerated for a nightclub shooting, (ii) the gangster rap-turned-FBI cooperating witness “Tekashi69,” (iii) the late “Tupac Shakur” who was murdered during the height of the East vs. West Coast beef, and (iv) “Harry O,” the convicted drug dealer turned-financial investor/business partner to Death Row’s Suge Knight. These industry

259 Id. (quoting People v. Watson, 637 P.2d 279, 296 (Cal. 1981)).
icons are just a small sample of individuals who conducted business deals with major labels while in prison.\textsuperscript{262} However, these business practices go beyond wantonness, flagrant, or reckless disregard for the public’s safety, especially when they involve willingly engaging in these business deals during an artist’s incarceration.\textsuperscript{263}

Music labels and their parent companies’ have demonstrated a continued disregard for the public’s safety by maintaining a business relationship with outlaw artists engaged in violence and destructive behavior. However, that begs another question: would a reasonable person continue to employ a person who engages in unlawful shootings, stabblings, and brawls during business hours, in business settings, or the furtherance of business activities? They most definitely would not unless they run a hip-hop music company and can further their own financial interests through this type of malfeasance. Throughout the industry’s history, artists have been engaged in acts of violence and criminal activity, not only within their private lives but also during business. Some instances that lend credence to this point would be the criminal convictions of major rap figures such as YFN Lucci, Casanova 2x, Bobby Shmurda, Tekashi69, and AR-Ab.\textsuperscript{264} In addition to the foregoing criminal convictions, a number of recent violent altercations and murders involving notable hip-hop figures such as the deaths of Young Dolph, King Von, MO3, FBG Duck,
and Chinx, and shootings of Nipsey Hussle, Troy Ave, Boosie Badazz, Sheff G, Waka Flocka, and Kodak Black have occurred.265

In 2021, rapper YFN Lucci was charged with a 105-count RICO indictment, including “racketeering, aggravated assault, murder, gun, armed robbery, property damage, theft, and gang-related charges.”266 Similarly, rapper Casanova pleaded guilty to drug and racketeering charges in May 2022.267 Prosecutors alleged that he ran a drug gang conspiracy, and Casanova allegedly confessed to a shooting, robbery, and marijuana trafficking.268 Bobby Shmurda has also faced criminal liability, as he spent six years in prison for illegal firearm and conspiracy charges.269 Likewise, Tekashi69 was sentenced to two years in prison for racketeering, illegal firearms possession, and aiding in an attempted murder.270 Finally, in 2021, rapper Ar-Ab was sentenced to an astonishing 45 years in prison for drug trafficking, and the murder of Robert Johnson, “a supposed drug rival.”271

This criminal behavior of artists, and by extension, the criminal negligence that can be leveraged against their labels, is not exclusive to hip-hop music or the industry at large. R. Kelly, known for his hits “Ignition Remix,” “I Believe I Can Fly,” and “Trapped In the Closet,” has had a questionable past with sexual abuse claims against minors which were highlighted in Lifetime’s documentary “Surviving R. Kelly.”272
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Nevertheless, the law eventually caught up with “Mr. Bump and Grind,” who is currently serving a 30-year sentence for racketeering and sex trafficking his young fans. He was also recently convicted in federal court for three counts of child pornography and three counts of child enticement.

However, there is no surprise that his label or corporate business partners were never the focus of any criminal investigation or held liable for being aware of his proclivities while continuing in their business relationship of funding his music, placing him close to minors during his music performances, and not investigating the rumors about his sexual acts with underage females. This inaction would undoubtedly qualify as a “reckless disregard” for the safety of others or a “willful indifference,” which is representative of how the music labels dealt with or failed to deal with the criminal actions of their artists, thus making them liable under criminal negligence. Regardless of their level of culpability, the outcome is clear. A reasonable person would not place a potential sex offender in close and intimate proximity to a child or provide a business opportunity to a convicted felon serving time in prison for drugs or violence.

In summation, the objective test for criminal negligence is clear-cut. If a corporation hires a person with a history of misconduct and a reasonable person (corporation) in the same position would have known about this person’s history of misconduct, the corporation stands to be liable for criminal negligence. As previously evidenced, the music corporations that lead the hip-hop industry thrive on the publicity of their artists. The shock value of their criminal behavior garners the attention for the artist and label music sales. Thus, the music industry is disincentivized to hold an artist accountable for their illegal behavior. However, their inaction amounts to a tacit endorsement of these illegal acts, thereby making them criminally negligent and complicit in these crimes.


VI. SUCCESSOR LIABILITY

Black’s Law Dictionary defines a “successor” in successor liability as “[a] corporation that, through amalgamation, consolidation, or other assumption of interests, is vested with the rights and duties of an earlier corporation.”\(^\text{276}\) This doctrine was first considered by the United States Supreme Court in the case John Wiley & Sons, Inc. v. Livingston back in 1964, where a merger between two publishing firms, Interscience Publishers, Inc., and John Wiley & Sons, Inc., presented a question of the rights retained by the employees. The Supreme Court affirmed the lower court’s decision and determined that “the disappearance by merger of a corporate employer which has entered into a collective bargaining agreement with a union does not automatically terminate all rights of the employees covered by the agreement, and that, in appropriate circumstances, present here, the successor employer may be required to arbitrate with the union under the agreement.”\(^\text{277}\)

The key reasoning for applying the doctrine was “because it promoted the well-established national policy of ‘extending protection to and providing relief to the victims of prohibited employment practices.’”\(^\text{278}\) In the case of Musikiwamba, the Seventh Circuit went on to distinguish key elements from EEOC v. MacMillan that make a corporation subject to successor liability: (1) whether the successor company had notice of the charge or pending lawsuit prior to acquiring the business or assets of the predecessor; (2) the ability of the predecessor to provide relief; (3) whether there has been a substantial continuity of business operations.\(^\text{279}\)

In applying the legal framework of successor liability to the crimes committed by music companies through their relationships with artists, Def Jam Recordings would be the successor entity liable for any crimes committed by Jay-Z’s Roc-A-Fella Records after its acquisition of the company.\(^\text{280}\) The same analysis would apply to Warner Music Group based on the crimes committed by Young Thug’s label YSL through its purchase
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of YSL’s imprint 300 Entertainment.\textsuperscript{281} Prior to 1989 when business entities dissolved, the criminal liability dissolved with them.\textsuperscript{282} Today, a corporation cannot escape punishment by merging or consolidating in any way with another company.\textsuperscript{283} \textit{United States v Polizzi} made it clear that corporations resulting from mergers are liable for the crimes of their predecessors\textsuperscript{284} as it would be for that corporation’s business liabilities (pursuant to the Model Business Act).\textsuperscript{285}

These laws have the potential to create a tense business climate if applied to the matrix of corporate mergers and acquisitions between the music labels, publishing companies, and management companies owned by artists that are vertically incorporated within the major media companies (as subsidiaries or otherwise) due to the three elements set forth in Musikiwamba. The courts would look at these business deals through the lens of whether the succeeding company is substantially continuing the prior business operations after a change in ownership, if the succeeding company had prior knowledge of the dealings that gives way to the cause of action, and if the previous company can resolve the ordeal. This may inconvenience record companies that have been complicit with their artists’ crimes or made business purchases with record companies that have been caught up in legal issues before the business deal because they will absorb their predecessor’s liabilities. For example, in 2004, Roc-A-Fella Records was purchased by its parent company Def Jam Recordings.\textsuperscript{286} Universal Music Group purchased Def Jam Recordings in 1999.\textsuperscript{287} Diddy’s Bad Boy Entertainment entered a partnership with Epic Records, which is a subsidiary of Sony Music.\textsuperscript{288} Sony Music is a
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subsidiary of Sony Corporation.\textsuperscript{289} In each of these instances, the predecessors originally obtained much of their funding and advanced their musical and business agenda by engaging in criminal activities. Any criminal liability of Roc-A-Fella Records or Bad Boy Entertainment could have implicated their successors, Universal and Sony, in that exact liability. For example, the 28 individuals associated with YSL Records, whose charges rack up to 65 counts, distribute their music through 300 Entertainment.\textsuperscript{290} Under this rationale, the alleged criminal activity of YSL Records may implicate Warner Music Group through successor liability, placing the company in jeopardy.

VII. OTHER BUSINESS RELATIONSHIPS

Furthermore, the legal framework of successor liability also has the potential to impute liability in other types of business relationships such as “partnerships” and “distributions deals.” A partnership deal in the music industry involves a profit-split arrangement.\textsuperscript{291} The respective parties negotiate the split, which can be 50/50 depending on the terms.\textsuperscript{292} In comparison, a distribution deal in the music industry is where a label or artist signs with a company that is responsible for making the music available to the public via record stores, digital streaming platforms, and any online platform that may be using the music.\textsuperscript{293} The legal definition of a “partnership” is defined as “a for-profit business organization comprised of two or more persons.”\textsuperscript{294} “Persons’ can include individuals, groups of individuals, companies, and corporations.”\textsuperscript{295} Each partner shares directly in the organization’s profits and shares control of the business operation.\textsuperscript{296} Through this arrangement, they become jointly and severally liable for
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each other’s debts. Partnership deals are the current trend in the music industry, per Sarah Scott, managing partner at LaPolt Law (who represents clients such as Cardi B, Offset, and 21 Savage). The music industry has a long history since the ‘90’s of distribution and partnership agreements with artists: Priority Records was a prolific hip-hop label and distribution company in the ‘90’s, working with Ice-T, Roc-A-Fella, Mos Def, and Rawkus Records. NWA released their first album under the record label and distribution company in 1988, and the label was also responsible for signing J. Prince’s Rap-A-Lot records and Geto Boys in 1991. Their dominance ended once they were purchased by Capitol/EMI in 1999. In 2004, Roc-A-Fella Records was purchased by its parent company Def Jam Recordings. In 2015, Diddy’s Bad Boy Entertainment entered a partnership with Epic Records, a Sony Music subsidiary. Bad Boy Entertainment started in the music industry through a distribution deal with Arista Records. Death Row Records began as a partnership with Interscope Records. After building a street buzz, Cash Money signed a distribution deal with Universal Records. In 2021, Warner Music Group paid $400 million to acquire 300 Entertainment. Furthermore, these
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acquisitions, partnership agreements, and distribution deals throughout the business' history may impute liability on the successor. The criminal activity of these predecessors does not dissolve during the transfer of ownership. With the doctrine of successor liability, organizations like Capitol, EMI, Sony, and Warner could be burdened by the criminal jeopardy of their predecessors.

VIII. SUCCESSOR LIABILITY FROM THE CRIMINAL LAW PERSPECTIVE

As articulated above, the hip-hop oligarchs were engaged in criminal activity prior to and during their music careers. Therefore, the media companies incorporating these artists’ businesses into their conglomerate organizations may be just as liable as those tied to the perpetrators of the original crimes. Under the laws that govern successor liability, either through consolidation, merger, or acquisition, the artists’ liability and legal duties may be assumed by the company acquiring their business. While some criticize the breadth of this doctrine, successor liability successors ostensibly share the “criminal identity” of their predecessors.

In Commonwealth v. Lavelle, an individual was convicted on racketeering charges in violation of the state’s corrupt organizations statute. However, the commonwealth also charged a corporation for investing income from the individual’s racketeering. Moreover, Lavco became the successor and continuation of Wm. A. Lavelle and Son. The court questioned “whether a de facto successor corporation can be held criminally liable for acts of its predecessor in interest.” The court held that any claim or action pending might be prosecuted against a successor. Consequently, the corporation was liable for the criminal acts of the individual, which were committed prior to incorporation.

However, even if successor liability is not sufficient to establish criminal standing against a parent company for the crimes of the entity it acquired, the “due diligence” of the parent company should have posed a
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barrier to such transactions. Examining litigation risks and liabilities is essential to assessing any merger and acquisition opportunity in the business community. The latter is as relevant as analyzing problematic contracts or intellectual property issues. Obviating the risks associated with the criminal activity surrounding a potential business acquisition seems like a gross oversight at best unless those risks pale in comparison to the revenue that such a business endeavor could generate.

A primary goal of corporate criminal law is “provid[ing] just punishment, adequate deterrence, and incentives for organizations to maintain internal [compliance and reporting] mechanisms.” Consequently, successor liability has been applied to many other industries. In both United States v Polizzi and Commonwealth v. Lavelle, the courts used the doctrine of successor liability to establish the transfer of liability to corporations. There are also a growing number of countries internationally that are adopting corporate successor criminal liability, such as France’s recent 2020 Supreme Court decision, in which the country made “a U-Turn” on its policy regarding liability. The French court decided “public limited liability companies may now be held criminally liable for the prior criminal conduct of the companies they acquire through ‘mergers by acquisition.’” Furthermore, by applying this doctrine, partnerships and distribution deals may transfer responsibility to record labels for the criminal activities of its artists’ businesses. Although media companies have never been prosecuted under successor liability, these cases act as a roadmap for potential litigation in this industry.

IX. PROSECUTORIAL DISCRETION

One of the key players in holding major record labels accountable is the federal prosecutor, who represents the public’s interests in exercising
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a federal prosecutor has the unique discretion to pursue criminal charges against individuals and organizations that have committed crimes. Prosecutorial discretion is the government’s power “to decide a course of action when weighing the circumstances of an event that may result in criminal prosecution.” Prosecutors can pick and choose the cases they want to pursue criminally, which discretion is rooted in English criminal law.

The prosecutorial discretion originates from the prosecutor’s power of “nolle prosequi.” This power, beginning around the sixteenth century, allowed the Attorney General to dismiss prosecutions they regarded as “frivolous or in contravention of royal interests.” The power of nol pros in the American criminal procedure system allowed public prosecutors to terminate prosecutions they had initiated. Similar to the English nolle prosequi, the American nol pros, once invoked by either the President or the prosecutor, barred the court from exercising judicial review.

The power of nol pros expanded to the prosecutor’s power to charge in the nineteenth century with Justice John Marshall’s opinion in United States v. Hill. Justice Marshall, in declining to quash the prosecutor’s use of nol pros, concluded that the prosecutor’s power of nol pros was convenient as it avoided wasting the courts’ time in determining if they had jurisdiction over the offense. In the twentieth century, the federal district court in New York illustrated how immune the powers of prosecutorial discretion were from judicial review. In Milliken v. Stone, the court dismissed the suit of American shipping companies seeking to enjoin liquor nuisances and prosecute offenders under the National Prohibition Act because “the federal courts are without power to compel the prosecuting officers to enforce the penal laws, whatever the grounds of their failure may be.”

325 Id. at 18-19.
By 1961, the modern term of prosecutorial discretion appeared in the Supreme Court’s opinion of Poe v. Ullman. Justice Harlan opined that the prosecutor’s claim of enforcing a Connecticut anti-contraception statute against a couple was “unbounded prosecutorial discretion.”\textsuperscript{329} At the end of the twentieth century, the phrase “prosecutorial discretion” appeared countless times in federal and state. Prosecutorial discretion has since become solidified in criminal procedure, thus giving them the authority to evaluate evidence, determine culpability, and select the criminals they want to pursue while also prioritizing criminal prosecution among multiple caseloads.\textsuperscript{330} Through this system, prosecutorial discretion was born, and the ability to “decline” a crime was given.\textsuperscript{331}

Consequently, prosecutors have a lot of power, which is often used discriminatorily.\textsuperscript{332} Statistics have shown that black and brown people are charged significantly more than their white counterparts for the same crimes.\textsuperscript{333} In San Francisco alone, Black people make up 6% of the population but made up 38% of the cases filed by prosecutors between 2008 and 2014.\textsuperscript{334} In Wisconsin, white defendants were 25% more likely to have charges dropped or reduced than Black defendants.\textsuperscript{335} This statistic also shows “similar trends in poor versus middle- and upper-class” offenders.\textsuperscript{336} In reality, prosecutors are riddled with conflicts of interest when attempting to exercise their broad discretion to prosecute.\textsuperscript{337}

Prosecutors’ conflicts, which contribute to their use of discretion, can arise not only out of personal and professional relationships and financial interests but also out of any personal belief, ambition, or institutional interest that undermines the prosecutor’s ability to pursue justice in a
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disinterested way.\textsuperscript{338} Consider Wall Street’s misdeeds that resulted in the 2008 financial crisis. “$29 trillion was paid in bailouts from the Fed, FDIC and other regulators (in addition to the $700 billion taxpayer dollars available under the TARP program) . . . “\textsuperscript{339} The six megabanks comprising Bank of America, CitiGroup, Goldman Sachs, JPMorgan Chase, Morgan Stanley, and Wells Fargo engaged in illegal activity before and in connection with the crash without any officers from these institutions going to prison for wrongdoing.\textsuperscript{340} Instead, they have paid “tens of billions of dollars in penalties, civil judgements, and other monetary sanctions.”\textsuperscript{341} This could be largely explained by the government’s temperament at the time on prosecuting big banks. In his 1999 memorandum Eric Holder, deputy attorney general at the time, “warn[ed] of the dangers of prosecuting big banks–a variant of ‘too big to fail.’”\textsuperscript{342} His memo addressed the “‘collateral consequences’ from prosecutions—including corporate instability or collapse—should be taken into account when deciding whether to prosecute a big financial institution.”\textsuperscript{343} In 2012, Lanny Breuer, head of the Justice Department’s criminal division stated “in a speech at the New York City Bar Association that he felt it was his duty to consider the health of the company, the industry, and the markets in deciding whether or not to file charges.”\textsuperscript{344}

However, these specific conflicts of interest, political motivations, or governmental agendas are often hard to pinpoint since they are frequently tied to subjective motivations.\textsuperscript{345} Moreover, when looking at prosecutorial misconduct from a legal perspective, many conflicts are excluded because the applicable law has limited reach, and the conflicts within reach are often technical, trivial, or idiosyncratic.\textsuperscript{346} All of this offers a glimpse into why prosecutors are not going after major record labels but are choosing to go after the artists. Personal relationships, public perception, racial
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motivations, and time considerations are considered before a prosecutor decides to prosecute a case.

X. THE YSL CASE STUDY

The Young Thug and Gunna case is illustrative of this unpredictable prosecutorial discretion. In May of 2022, rappers Young Thug, Gunna, and 27 other associates were arrested and charged with conspiracy to violate the state Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act (RICO). RICO is normally used to indict organized crime (not gangster rappers). The alleged crimes date back to 2015. The gang YSL was charged, but not the label YSL (that distinction undergirds the purpose of this article).

YSL Records is currently in a label imprint deal with 300 Entertainment that began in 2016. 300 Entertainment was purchased by Warner Music Group (i.e., one of the three biggest music conglomerates) in December 2021. This dynamic perfectly exemplifies the way that labels, distribution companies, and media conglomerates that employ artists benefit from this illegal activity (through a spike in sales), even though they are never impugned with any criminal liability. They become enriched from an artist’s propensity to commit a crime while simultaneously being exculpated from the criminal penalties. Cases like these (and others soon to come) give context to the disproportionate treatment of a community seemingly empowered with a voice yet marginalized and outmaneuvered through archaic business models and the powerful political relationships of their employers.

The charges against Young Thug, Gunna, and their associates raise the inquiry of past criminal liability of record labels. In 2005, Irv and Christopher Gotti, co-founders of Murder Inc. Records were prosecuted under charges of money laundering and conspiracy to launder money.
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The case resulted from a year-long investigation and the following raid on the brothers. The prosecution alleged that the two ran a “covert” money laundering operation through Murder Inc. Records and its corporate accounts. The prosecuting attorney also alleged that the two received money from Kenneth “Supreme” McGriff’s criminal drug operation. Further, they believed that the brothers launched the record label with the allegedly illegally acquired funds. After the proceedings, Irv and Christopher Gotti were found not guilty of either of the charges. Throughout the case, notable figures in the music industry criticized the trial – like rapper Ja Rule, who stated the case was a “war against hip-hop.” In many ways, this case is exemplary of prosecutorial discretion at its worst. “The brothers [c]ould have faced up to 20 years in prison if convicted.” However, many jury members found that the prosecutions had no evidence against the two. One compared the evidence to “a cartoon,” and another stated the case “should never have been brought in the first place.” Moreover, since the case against Murder Inc., the record label has never fully recovered – with key corporate partners distancing themselves from the company. Many believe that the prosecutors sole reason for pursuing the record label was to neutralize their ability financially to help the real criminal, Supreme McGriff.
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While Irv and Christopher Gotti were acquitted of all criminal liability, this case raises a much larger question: if regular individuals can be held criminally liable for a specific action, why are the record labels that operate similarly unaccountable? It is widely understood that when an individual meets the requisite elements, they can easily face charges of aiding and abetting or conspiracy to commit a crime. However, this is not true for record labels in relation to the activities of their artists. Prosecutors have historically chosen not to proceed with charges against record labels or distribution companies. In a society in which justice is distributed evenly, record labels would face the same civil or criminal liability consequences as average citizens when they are aware of the unlawful activities of their artists and supply these individuals with money. Moreover, when these companies reap the financial benefits of the criminal activities of their artists, they should certainly be faced with criminal penalties due to their enrichment.

XI. CRIMINAL CARTEL

When people think of a cartel, they immediately think of violence, drug smuggling, and crime. However, in economics, a cartel is defined as a group of independent corporations or other entities that join to fix prices, rig bids, allocate markets, and conduct other kinds of illegal activities. Individual defendants may also face incarceration without any evidence of physical violence or drug dealing.

While hip-hop, and the music industry at-large, may not expressly mirror the infamous drug cartels of Central and South America, their business practices often align with the anticompetitive and violent nature of a cartel in the world of economics. Approaching the commemoration of hip-hop’s 50-year reign within the music industry, labels are nearing the end of their rule as potential criminal cartels. Music labels have seemingly committed innumerable crimes as co-conspirators of the illegal activity of their artists. These corporations often appear to have facilitated offenses by providing their artists with resources, knowing the intention to commit crimes – or by acquiring companies owned by artists already engaged in illegal activity. If any private individual took these actions, they would qualify as crimes based on the criteria for conspiring, aiding, abetting, or racketeering. But a largely endowed corporation can conceal criminality.

and/or be immune from criminal prosecution, at least if such bad acts are perpetrated in certain industries, namely hip-hop.

Under a closer examination of cartels, §1 of the Sherman Antitrust Act of 1890 states, “[e]very contract, combination in the form of trust or otherwise, or conspiracy, in restraint of trade or commerce among the several States, or with foreign nations, is declared to be illegal.” Further, §2 felonizes monopolization and attempts at monopolization. The Sherman Antitrust Act (“the Act”) protects the benefits of competition.\(^{366}\)

The Act utilizes a three-part framework to analyze the anticompetitive effects an action has on specific markets: (1) the per se rule, (2) the rule of reason, and (3) the quick look analysis.

The first part of the framework is the per se rule. According to guidelines by the FCC and US Dept. of Justice, “[a]greements of a type that always or almost always tends to raise price or reduce output are per se illegal.” Courts can find these agreements without further inquiry. Under this rule, a restraint is seen as unreasonable without looking at the market context in which the restraint operates.\(^{367}\) Horizontal price fixing and output limitation are examples of things that are considered anticompetitive per se.\(^{368}\)

Second is the Rule of Reason.\(^{369}\) The guidelines state further, “the central question is whether the relevant agreement likely harms competition by increasing the ability or incentive profitably to raise price above or reduce output, quality, service, or innovation below what likely would prevail in the absence of the relevant agreement.” “Under the Rule of Reason analysis, the plaintiff carries the burden of showing that an agreement or contract has an anticompetitive effect on a given market within a geographic area.”\(^{370}\) Moreover, the test “requires a[n] . . . analysis of (i) the definition of [the] relevant product and geographic market, (ii) [the] market power of the defendant(s) in the relevant market, (iii) and the existence of anticompetitive effects.”\(^{371}\) If the plaintiff meets this burden, the defendant must show that the restraint in question has a pro-competitive effect.\(^{372}\)
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Third is the quick look analysis. This approach is used when an observer with a basic understanding of economics can conclude that the arrangement in question would have an anticompetitive effect on customers and markets. An abbreviated, or ‘quick look,’ rule of reason analysis is “designed for restraints that are not per se unlawful but are sufficiently anticompetitive on their face that they do not require a full-blown rule of reason inquiry.”

Applying this criterion to the music industry, we find that it has a long legacy of anticompetitive behavior, as seen in the quick look analysis. But it is also an industry that is highly monopolized by a handful of companies, and many consider the domination in this sector to be an oligopoly. According to the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, “an oligopoly is a market characterized by a small number of firms who realize they are interdependent in their pricing and output policies.” The big three record labels, Universal Music Group, Sony Music Entertainment, and Warner Music Group, make up 68% of the market share of music recording. These three companies also make up 58% market share of music publishing. Moreover, these corporations are often horizontally and vertically integrated, leading to a 360° business model and complete control over the entire operation. In addition to the oligopolistic hold these three companies have on the traditional music market, the same can be said of streaming platforms. In 2020, Forbes found that Spotify had 286 million monthly users, Apple Music 60 million, and Amazon Music 55 million. Their dominance within the streaming market and their interdependence with each other is a clear example of an oligopolistic marketplace.
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To further illustrate this point of monopolistic, cartel-like oligarchs in the music business: first, the music industry has a history of antitrust law litigation regarding accusations of price fixing. In 2000, five major companies settled in an antitrust suit, in which the FTC found that “the companies used illegal marketing agreements to end a price war, inflate the prices of compact discs and sharply restrict the ability of retailers to offer discounts.” These companies included Time Warner, the Sony Corporation of America, the Bertelsmann Music Group, EMI Music Distribution, and Universal Music and Video Distribution. Following the settlement, these companies were prohibited from “linking future financing of advertising with pricing of CD’s for seven years,” and from “imposing pricing conditions in advertisements that are paid for by the retailers, for the subsequent 13 years.” Six years later, the music industry became embroiled again in a price fixing scandal that resulted in governmental oversight.

Second, as established, there are only three main labels. These three labels have engaged in practices of payola. Payola is the “illegal practice of paying commercial radio stations to broadcast particular recordings without disclosure to listeners of the pay-for-play, at the time of the broadcast.” During the 2006 Universal Music investigation, the New York attorney general found the company utilized numerous tactics to increase artists’ plays on various platforms for payola. As previously discussed, these tactics included “bribing programmers with laptop computers, tickets to sporting events, and luxury hotel stays.” Moreover, in the year prior, Warner Music Group paid a $5 million
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settlement, and Sony BMG Music Entertainment a $10 million settlement for similar charges.\textsuperscript{387}

Third, the artists signed to these labels, including the hip-hop oligarchs, have engaged in illegal behavior to further advance their music agendas.\textsuperscript{388} Media companies like Universal have Codes of Conduct Policies and statements about their core values, often contradicting what or whom they support or finance through their business ventures. An organization’s core values should be reflected consistently throughout its business affairs. Alternatively, a company that prohibits illegal substances in the office should apply that standard in their music studios. Furthermore, a company that does not object to violence as a means of conflict resolution should not reprimand an employee who goes “fisticuffs” with a colleague during a heated exchange at the watercooler. This paradox or double standard has become apparent in many instances. For example, Universal Music Group’s Code of Conduct states, “Universal Music demand[s] that we are free from any substances—including drugs and alcohol.”\textsuperscript{389} However, drug and alcohol use is highly documented and often encouraged through lyrical composition and social media presence. Similarly, Warner Music Group’s Code of Conduct requires that employees treat colleagues with “dignity and respect. They will, therefore, not use corporal punishment, threats or violence, or other forms of physical, sexual, psychological, or verbal harassment or abuse.”\textsuperscript{390} Although this code is enumerated, lyrics and references made by artists under the label directly violate this standard. Furthermore, many artists’ business endeavors have been entrenched in violence for financial gain. When these subsidiaries are conglomerated under major labels, like Universal or Warner Music Group, they should reap not only the financial benefits but also the legal consequences befitting such activity.

With the evidence presented in this paper, a reasonable person can see that the music industry has explicit and implicit anticompetitive effects on the customers and markets. Although media companies and record labels are not often characterized as the type of cartels that customarily receive lots of media attention (i.e., drug cartels of Central and South America), the oligopolies within the industry certainly have a history of operating
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like one. Price fixing, bid rigging, and other anticompetitive behavior that we have historically seen within the industry may fall under this rare category – thus categorizing the industry as a cartel from an economic standpoint. However, the music business’s history of reaping the financial benefit of the criminal activity of their artists is not just an illegal cartel but also criminal. As rap impresario Nas stated in his historical masterpiece “Illmatic:” “somehow the rap game reminds me of the crack game.”

XII. CONCLUSION

Fortunately (or unfortunately, depending on where one nets out in the equation), the murder, drugs, and violence surrounding hip-hop artists can operate like an algorithm multiplying the value of a music catalogue. Whether labels are innocent or complicit in those underlying crimes, they are certainly banking lots of “bread” on the outcome, while simultaneously being exposed to criminal liability. Although it is not a legal trend today, labels could easily find themselves in the crosshairs of aggressive law enforcement tactics that could target them as criminals tomorrow. The legal principles examined above such as “criminal negligence,” “corporate criminal liability,” and “successor liability” also have the potential to be leveraged against vertically integrated media conglomerates owning music labels connected to illegal drugs or violence. That is because when a crime is committed by artists, the money and motivation shared between artists and their label partners are key factors that can draw a label’s parent entity within the criminal dragnet.

Therefore, artists and their labels should spend less time focusing on who’s snitching and more time on what business practices are putting them within arm’s reach of the law. Even if credibility as an affiliate of gangsters is currency in the music industry and inextricably tied to authenticity as a hip-hop artist, it is not worth a RICO charge. Accordingly, labels are experts in monetizing this kind of cognitive dissonance among their artists, which creates their legal (and moral) dilemma. Are labels encouraging, sanctioning, and even facilitating felonious deeds during their ordinary course of business by using methods that will result in their company’s criminal culpability? It certainly seems that way, at times.

As Hip-Hop turns 50, it’s time to leave its bondage to the streets behind. Its true legacy is cemented in a rich history of creativity, social change, and wealth creation. Artists wanting to embody the “bad guy” persona need to remember that you can’t be a tax-paying, law-abiding
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business and simultaneously live like a criminal. You will inevitably fail at one or the other. As for record labels, they should remember the long arm of the law has tentacles too: There may be enough mitigating factors to distance corporations from an artist’s crime today, but public sentiment, new legislation, and hip-hop related homicides are slowly closing that gap. Therefore, as Hip-Hop turns 50, today’s industry icons and their corporate confederates should consider ditching the felonious façade and craft a culture worth boasting about even 50 years from now.